
SHOUT AIR SPRING SERVICE



WARNING: Suspensions contain fluids under pressure including air, nitrogen, oil, or all three. Before 
servicing a Trust Performance shock, spring or damper, certain countermeasures and precautions 
must be taken. Follow these steps completely and in order, to prevent serious injury, and always 
wear eye protection.  If you do not feel confident in performing this procedure, contact a Trust 
Performance Authorized Service Center. Use only Trust Performance Authorized Service Centers for 
servicing your Trust Performance front suspension.  Improper maintenance can void your warranty 
and/or cause the front suspension to malfunction causing serious injury or death.

Do not exceed the maximum number of Huck Pucks® recommended. This may cause damage to the 
suspension, which may result in a loss of control of the bike which may cause serious injury or 
death.

Modification, improper service, or use of aftermarket replacement parts with Trust Performance 
forks, shocks, springs, and dampers may cause the product to malfunction, resulting in serious 
injury or death. Do not modify the product outside of these instructions as it may cause failure of 
the fork, spring, shock, or damper, causing serious injury, death and/or void the limited warranty.

Never modify Huck Pucks®, as this can damage your suspension causing a loss of control of the 
bicycle leading to serious injury or death.

Never attempt to pull apart, open, disassemble, or service a Trust Performance shock that is in a 
"stuck down" condition. A "stuck down" condition results from a failure of the dynamic air seal 
(located between the positive and negative air chambers), resulting with the negative chamber 
retaining a higher pressure than the positive chamber. To test whether the shock is in fact "stuck 
down":

1) Remove the air cap and depress the Schrader valve, to completely release air pressure from the 
positive chamber of the shock.

2) If the shock body retracts into the air sleeve near bottom-out after the air is released from the 
positive chamber, attach a Trust high pressure pump and pressurize the shock to 250psi (17 bar).

3) If the shock does not fully extend, it is in a "stuck down" condition.
4) Any attempt to service Trust Performance air shocks in the "stuck down" condition may lead to 

serious injury or death. Contact Trust Performance or an Authorized Service Center for repair.

WARNINGS
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WARNINGS

Trust Performance suspension uses suspension pivots, which connect linkages to each other, and 
shock/spring pivots, which connect shocks and springs to linkages or legs. The maintenance 
procedure for suspension pivots and shock/spring pivots differs. Failure to follow the appropriate 
guidelines for each pivot style may result in a pivot failing, which might cause the wheel to jam or a 
loss of control of the bicycle, severe injury and/or death. 

Trust Performance suspension uses proprietary pivot fixing pins for its suspension pivots. The pivot 
fixing pins are intended to add an extra level of pivot retention security. Never ride your Trust 
Performance suspension without the pivot fixing pins properly installed. Not using the pivot fixing 
pins could result in a pivot failing, which might cause the wheel to jam or a loss of control of the 
bicycle, severe injury and/or death. 

Failure to torque pivot and shock bolts to the 8.0Nm specification could lead to the separation of 
suspension components during riding, resulting in a loss of control of the bicycle, severe injury 
and/or death. 

NOTICE: A dirty pump or valve end can result in contamination, damage, and air loss. Make sure 
pump and valve are clean before attachment. 

As dirt and debris can accumulate between the fork axle openings, always check and clean these 
areas before installing the wheel. Improper hub and axle installation can result in serious injury or 
death. 

This procedure is provided as an addendum to the Owners Guide and Setup Guide applicable 
to your Trust Performance product. Always review and adhere to the warnings and procedures 
detailed in your Owners Guide and Setup Guide before and after any service procedure. All 
Owners Guide and Setup Guide documents can be found online at 
https://trustperformance.com/pages/owners-manuals
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SERVICE NOTES

Notice
- When replacing seals and o-rings, use your fingers or a 

plastic pick to avoid damaging your suspension parts.
- Inspect each part for scratches and other imperfections. 

Imperfections can cause leaks.
- Clean each part with isopropyl alcohol and a lint free rag.
- Apply Slickoleum grease to all new seals and wipers before 

installing. 
- Never install a new seal over threads. Threads can ruin your 

new seals.
- All fasteners are right hand threaded unless noted 

otherwise.
- Contaminants in the oil can cause the damper to 

malfunction. Clean all surfaces thoroughly before putting 
them in the bleed tank.

- When using a torque wrench, all attachments should be 
perpendicular to the torque wrench for an accurate reading.

Notes
Air Pressure:_____________________________________________________
Open Mode Compression:________________________________________
Mid Mode Compression:_________________________________________
Rebound:________________________________________________________
Additional Notes: ________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________



LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

REQUIRED TOOLS
- BIKE STAND
- SHOCK PUMP
- PLASTIC PICK
- 3MM HEX WRENCH
- 5MM HEX WRENCH
- 6MM HEX WRENCH
- 8MM HEX WRENCH
- TRUST CYLINDER CLAMPS (010017)
- TRUST EYELET WRENCH (010033)
- TRUST SPANNER WRENCH (010019)
- RETAINING RING PLIERS (010031)
- 8MM I.D. BULLET TOOL (010027)
- TORQUE WRENCH
- VALVE CORE REMOVER
- SOFT JAWED VISE
- SLICKOLEUM GREASE
- LOCTITE 243 (BLUE)
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE



LEFT HUCK PUCK© INSTALLATION

Remove the lower eyelet bolt with a 
5mm hex wrench. Remove the front 
eyelet link pivot bolt with a 5mm and 
6mm hex. Swing the linkage out of the 
way.

Remove the pivot fixing pins from the 
eyelet link using a pick. 

Remove the upper eyelet bolt with a 
5mm hex and slide the left assembly out 
of the chassis. 
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UPPER EYELET BOLT

LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Remove the mounting hardware with an 
8mm hex wrench. Pull the eyelet cap off 
the upper eyelet.

Unthread the bottom cap with the Trust 
Spanner Wrench.

Clamp the air cylinder in the cylinder 
clamps labeled: 29.1mm. Clamp as shown 
in the noted zone.
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Remove the retaining ring with the 
retaining ring pliers.
Note: avoid scratching the shaft while 
holding the bottom cap against the 
bottom out bumper.

Install a shock pump, and slowly deflate 
the air cylinder while holding the lower 
eyelet at top out to allow air to escape the 
negative chamber. 

Remove the Schrader valve with a 
Schrader tool and discard.



Flip the air cylinder in the cylinder 
clamps and clamp as shown in the noted 
zone.
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Remove the shaft assembly.

LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Remove the upper eyelet using the Trust 
Eyelet wrench. Discard the o-ring.
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Clamp the lower eyelet in a soft jawed 
vise as shown.

LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Clean the air cylinder with isopropyl 
alcohol and a lint free rag. Inspect the 
inner walls for scratches, dents, or other 
surface deformations. Replace if 
damaged.
Note: there will be noticeable dimples on 
the inside and outside of the tube.

Remove the piston bolt with a 3mm hex 
wrench.
Note: clean any Loctite flakes with a 
pick or brush.
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Remove top out spacer.

Remove the piston from the shaft. 
Remove and discard both o-rings, quad 
ring, and back up rings.

LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Remove and discard top out pads.
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Remove the retaining ring, bottom cap 
and bottom out bumper from shaft.

Remove the air head from the shaft. 
Remove and discard the rod wiper, quad 
ring, and o-ring.

LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Clean the shaft with isopropyl alcohol. 
Inspect for scratches, dents or other 
surface deformations. Replace if 
damaged.
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Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
on the 8mm bullet tool and install the 
air head assembly onto the shaft as 
shown.

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to a new wiper seal, quad ring, and o-
ring. Install on the airhead as shown.

Install a new bottom out bumper. 
Reinstall the bottom cap and retaining 
ring onto the shaft as shown.

LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Install new top out pads onto the shaft.

Install the piston spacer.

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to a new quad ring, backup rings, and o-
rings. Install onto the piston. 
Note: Align ends of backup rings as 
shown.
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Install the air piston onto the shaft.
Install the piston bolt with a 3mm Hex 
wrench. Torque to 5.0Nm. 
Note: reapply Loctite to bolt if needed.

Apply a liberal layer of Slickoleum
grease to the inside of the air cylinder. 
Slide the air cylinder onto the shaft 
assembly.

Clamp the air cylinder in the cylinder 
clamps labeled: 29.1mm. Clamp as shown 
in the noted zone.
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Install the upper eyelet with the Trust 
Eyelet Wrench. Torque to 5.0Nm
Note: torque wrench must be 
perpendicular to the eyelet wrench as 
shown.

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to a new o-ring and install onto the 
upper eyelet. 
Note: do not install the o-ring over the 
threads.

Install a new schrader valve core. Torque 
to 0.45Nm.
Note: valve core should sit below edge of 
tank valve.
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Install the retaining ring. 
Note: be careful not to scratch the shaft 
or air cylinder.

Apply a small drop of Loctite 243 (Blue) 
to the left air head as shown. Torque the 
bottom cap to 2.0 Nm. The torque 
wrench must be perpendicular to the 
Trust Spanner Wrench. 
Note: you may need to add some 
pressure to the air cylinder to prevent 
the airhead from rotating. 

Clamp the air cylinder in the cylinder 
clamps labeled: 29.1mm. Clamp as shown 
in the noted zone.
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LEFT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Reinstall the eyelet cap and mounting 
hardware.

Install the left assembly back into the 
left leg of the chassis. Install the upper 
eyelet bolt. Torque to 8.0Nm.

Reinstall the lower eyelet with the 
bearing spacer facing out and insert the 
link back into the chassis. Reinstall all 
bolts and torque to 8.0Nm. 



Inflate back to rider settings.

Install pivot fixing pins.
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RIGHT AIRSPRING SERVICE
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

REQUIRED TOOLS
- BIKE STAND
- SHOCK PUMP
- PLASTIC PICK
- 3MM HEX WRENCH
- 5MM HEX WRENCH
- 6MM HEX WRENCH
- 8MM HEX WRENCH
- 12MM DEEP SOCKET
- TRUST CYLINDER CLAMPS (010017)
- TRUST EYELET WRENCH (010033)
- TRUST 8MM SHAFT CLAMPS (010015)
- TRUST 17MM FLAT WRENCH (010038)
- 8MM I.D. BULLET TOOL (010027)
- VALVE CORE REMOVER
- TORQUE WRENCH
- SLICKOLEUM GREASE
- LOCTITE 243 (BLUE)



Remove the lower eyelet bolt with a 
5mm hex wrench. Remove the front 
eyelet link pivot bolt with a 5mm and 
6mm hex wrench. Swing the linkage out 
of the way.

Remove the pivot fixing pins from the 
eyelet link using a pick. 

Ensure the mode adjust lever is in the 
open position. Remove the upper eyelet 
bolt with a 5mm hex wrench and slide 
the right assembly out of the chassis. 
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UPPER EYELET BOLT

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE
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Install a shock pump, and slowly deflate 
the air cylinder while holding the lower 
eyelet at top out to allow air to escape 
the negative chamber. 

Remove the valve core and discard it.

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Remove the mounting hardware with the 
8mm hex wrench. Pull the eyelet cap 
and mode adjust rod off the upper 
eyelet.
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Clamp the air cylinder in the cylinder 
clamps labeled: 29.1mm. Clamp as 
shown in the noted zone.

Loosen the eyelet using the Trust Eyelet 
Wrench. Remove and discard the o-ring.

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Flip the right leg assembly in the 
cylinder clamps. Clamp as shown in the 
noted zone.
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Separate the right leg assembly from 
the air cylinder. 
Note: pull straight up to avoid damage to 
the piston or air cylinder.

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Loosen the eyelet cap using the Trust 
Eyelet Wrench.

Clean the air cylinder with isopropyl 
alcohol and a lint free rag. Inspect the 
inner walls for imperfections.
Note: there will be noticeable dimples on 
the inside and outside of the tube.
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Clamp the air shaft in the 8mm shaft 
clamps.
Note: compress damper as needed to 
expose shaft.

Remove the piston bolt with a 3mm hex 
wrench.
Note: clean any Loctite flakes with a 
pick or brush.

Remove the piston from the shaft. 
Remove and discard both o-rings, quad 
ring, and back up rings.
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Remove the airhead with the 12mm 
deep well socket. Discard the o-ring and 
quad ring. Clean off any Loctite.

Clamp the damper in the cylinder 
clamps labeled: 32.0mm. Align the top 
of the clamp in zone A as shown.

If doing a damper service as well, continue to the damper service document.

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to a new o-ring and quad ring. Install on 
the airhead as shown.
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Clean any remaining Loctite off the valve 
block. Apply a fresh drop of Loctite 271 
(red) to the valve block threads as 
shown.

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to the 8mm I.D. bullet tool and insert 
into the air shaft.

Slide the air head, shim and eyelet cap 
over the bullet tool and onto the air 
shaft as shown. 
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to a new quad ring, new backup rings, 
and o-rings. Install onto the piston as 
shown. 
Note: Align ends of backup rings as 
shown.

Install the air piston onto the air shaft.

Torque the air head to 12.0Nm with a 
12mm deep well socket.

Continue from Shout Damper Service Document
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Clamp the air shaft in the 8mm shaft 
clamps as shown.

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Install the piston bolt with a 3mm hex 
wrench. Torque to 5.0Nm. 
Note: reapply Loctite to bolt if needed.

Apply a liberal layer of Slickolium grease 
to the inside of the air cylinder. Slide the 
air cylinder on to the right leg assembly. 
Thread the air head cap loosely onto the 
air cylinder by hand.
Note: you should be able to rotate the air 
head by hand.
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Clamp the air cylinder in the cylinder 
clamps. Clamp as shown in the noted 
zone.

Thread the eyelet assembly on to the air 
cylinder with the eyelet wrench. Torque 
to 4.0-5.0Nm. 
Note: torque wrench must be 
perpendicular to the eyelet wrench as 
shown.

Apply a thin layer of Slickoleum grease 
to a new o-ring and install onto the 
upper eyelet.
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Tighten the air head cap with the Trust 
Eyelet Wrench. Torque to 10.0Nm.
Note: torque wrench must be 
perpendicular to Eyelet Wrench as 
shown.

Place the right assembly in the trust 
alignment tool as shown. 
Note: the air valve and mode adjusters 
should face the same direction. 

Install a new schrader valve core. Torque 
to 0.45Nm.
Note: valve core should sit below edge of 
tank valve.
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Reinstall the eyelet cap and mode 
adjuster rod, and mounting hardware 
onto the upper eyelet. Confirm the mode 
adjust rod is straight.

RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Insert the right assembly into the right 
leg of the chassis. Install the upper 
eyelet bolt and Torque to 8.0Nm. 
Note: you may need to turn the mode 
adjust lever to get it to slide into place.

Clean off old paint marks with Acetone. 
Make new ones as shown with a 
permanent paint pen. 
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RIGHT AIR SPRING SERVICE

Reinstall the lower eyelet with the 
bearing spacer facing out and insert the 
link back into the chassis. Reinstall all 
bolts and Torque to 8.0Nm. 

Install pivot fixing pins.

Inflate back to rider settings.



MODE ADJUST LEVER CLOCKING

Ensure the mode adjust lever is in the 
open position.

MODE ADJUST LEVER CLOCKING

REQUIRED TOOLS
- BIKE STAND
- 3MM HEX WRENCH
- 4MM HEX WRENCH
- TORQUE WRENCH
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Unthread the hex bolt from the mode 
adjust lever with a 3mm hex wrench 
while holding the lever in the open 
position. Remove the lever.



MODE ADJUST LEVER CLOCKING

Reinstall the mode adjust lever in the 
open position. Reinstall the mode adjust 
lever bolt with a 3mm hex wrench and 
torque to 1.2Nm.

Check the lever functionality before 
wrapping everything up.
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Insert the long end of a 4mm hex 
wrench into the mode adjust lever 
assembly and turn fully clockwise.
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